
MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS COMPLAINT FORM #3401 

COMPLAINT INFORMATION 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS CASE NUMBER: 

12-28 
CCN: 

N/A 
DATE OF INCIDENT: 

N/A 
TIME OF INCIDENT: 

N/A 
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 

3000 Minnehaha Ave S 
DATE OF COMPLAINT: 

March 3, 2012 
REFERRAL METHOD: 

Internal 
COMPLAINANT NAME LAST FIRST MIDDLE SEX 

M❑ F El 
RACE: DATE OF BIRTH: 

N/A 
13.43 - Personnel Data CITY / STATE / ZIP: 

POLICY INFORMATION 

POLICIES ALLEGED TO BE VIOLATED: 

5-102-CODE OF ETHICS 

ACCUSED EMPLOYEE(S) 

NAME/BADGE: 

Rebecca Novak #5867 

COMPLAINT ALLEGATIONS 

It is alleged that Officer Novak failed to work her entire shift and/or failed to enter the proper time in WFD on 
several occasions between July 2012 and December 2012. 

RECOMMENDATION 
(Preliminary Cases Only) 

❑ Reckoning Period Expired Before Complaint was Filed 
❑ No Basis for Complaint 
❑ Suspended Pending Further Information 
❑ Refer to Precinct with Coaching Documentation 
❑ Exceptionally Cleared 
❑ Policy Failure 
❑ Other 

COMPLAINANT SIGNATURE: DATE 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Internal Affairs Unit 

IAU Administrative Case 412-28 
Sergeant Jon Hoff 

CASE BACKGROUND 

This case was assigned on March 3rd, 2012 as the result of an anonymous handwritten 
complaint (see Anon Complaint) submitted to Lt. Glampe. The anonymous compliant 
asserted that Officer Rebecca Novak's time in Work Force Director (WFD) did not match 
the actual time worked in VisiNet on the following days in 2011: 

• July 12th 
• August 25th 
• September 2nd 
• September 7th 
• November 3rd 

During the course of the investigation, other possible days were discovered in which 
Officer Novak's log on/log off times in Visinet did not match up with the time entered in 
WFD. It was also discovered during interviews that Officer Novak may have come in 
late to work on a holiday and failed to enter the proper time in WFD. 

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

It is alleged that Officer Novak failed to work her entire shift and failed to enter the 
proper leave time in WFD on several occasions between July 2011 and December 2011. 
If this allegation is found to be true, it could violate the following department policies 
(see Policy & Procedure): 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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• 5-102-Code of Ethics: All sworn and civilian members of the department shall 
conduct themselves in a professional and ethical manner at all times and not 
engage in any on or off-duty conduct that would tarnish or offend the ethical 
standards of the department. Employees shall abide by the City's Ethics in 
Government Policy, Chapter 15. 

CASE INVESTIGATION 

VisiNet, OnGuard 2010 (access card reader), Work Force Director (WFD), CAPRS, 
Daily Activity Reports (log), and Daily Assignment Reports (line-ups) were examined in 
an attempt to corroborate a start and end time for the specific days in question. 

VisiNet 
VisiNet was examined in an attempt determine the dates Officer Novak worked, her 
squad number, log on time/log off time, and her partner log/log off time (see VisiNet 
tabs). 

OnGuard 2010 (access card reader) 
OnGuard was examined in an attempt to determine if Officer Novak used her department 
issued access card when entering the 3rd Precinct or other facilities within the city. A 
report was generated (by Geri Richart from City of Minneapolis Property Services) 
listing dates, times, and locations that Officer Novak used her access card (see OnGuard 
Report). The following information was examined on the report (see OnGuard tab): 
date/time used, device (location), event (if access was granted), and name of card holder. 

Based on the report, it appears that Officer Novak did not use her access card on a regular 
basis. 

Video Recordings 
Lt. Mike Kjos (MPD Business Technology Unit) advised that internal and external 
building cameras for the 3rd Precinct only retain recordings for 30 days. The street 
cameras only retain the recordings for 14 days (see Kjos E-mails). By the time the case 
was assigned, it was well beyond the video retention time. Therefore, video footage was 
unavailable of Officer Novak arriving or departing from the 3rd Precinct between July 
2011 and December 2011. 

City Computer Network 
A summary of Officer Novak's log on/ log off dates and times from a city desk top 
computer was requested. However, because of the cost associated with completing the 
request and the possibility that the information requested may not be available the request 
was not fulfilled. (See Kjos E-mails) 
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CAPRS 
A CAPRS audit was examined to determine the dates, times, and case numbers in which 
officer Novak would have uploaded and/or logged on/off of CAPRS. An audit report of 
CAPRS log-in entries and a spreadsheet listing cases in which Officer Novak was 
mentioned (such as arresting officer, but wasn't the person entering the data) was also 
produced (see CAPRS Report/Audit). 

After examining the dates and times in the CAPRS report/audit and comparing those to 
the days that Officer Novak is alleged to have left early, there were no dates and/or times 
in which she was logged onto CAPRS after her log off time in VisiNet. 

Work Force Director (WFD) 
WFD was examined to determine Officer Novak's time submitted for pay periods and 
who entered, altered, and submitted her time, beginning in July 2011 and ending in 
December 31, 2011. A Time Summary Report was also examined that lists her time 
earned and used (see WFD Time Audit). 

Special Duty Days 
According to WFD, Officer Novak worked nine Special Duty Days (see Special Duty 
Summary) between July 13th 2011 and December 25th, 2011. In WFD, Officer Novak 
entered the code "SPL" for days in which her work assignment was special duty, but 
never indicated what the special duty assignment was for the day. Personnel Orders were 
located via. City Talk and examined. The Personnel Orders list the dates and events that 
Officer Novak was assigned special duty (Trainning/P.O. Orders). Additionally, Lt. 
Gross (from MPD training) examined the list of special duty days Officer Novak was 
assigned. Using the Personnel Orders and information provided by Lt. Gross, it appears 
that Officer Novak's special duty days listed in WFD match up with Personnel Orders 
and/or sign-up sheets for various classes and events. 

Days in Question 
A result of the complaint made against Officer Novak and the investigation, Officer 
Novak was questioned about several days in which she may have left early and/or failed 
to enter the appropriate time in WFD. Listed below are the days in questions, a brief 
explanation of the issue for that day, her log on/log off times, and her response after 
being asked about each day. 

July 6th, 2011 
It is not clear what Officer Novak's scheduled work hours were. According to WFD, 
here shift hours were 0930-1730; however, her log on time was at 0842 and log off time 
was 1626. Based on the log on and log off times, it would indicate she worked close to 
an eight hour shift. 

• A Sergeant's Daily Work Sheet or a WFD Daily Assignment Report could not be 
obtained for this day. VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak worked able and 
logged on as -
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VisiNet Log On: 0842 
VisiNetLog Off: 1626 
Total Log on Time: 7:44 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 13.43 

Officer Novak did not recall what hours she worked or if she left early. 

July 8th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged off at 
1605, which is earlier than her scheduled end time. 

• Officer Novak is not listed on Sgt. Buege's handwritten Sergeants Daily Work 
Sheet as having a squad assignment for this day. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak originally logged on as VisiNet then 
indicates that Officer Novak logged on asM with Officer Hobbs. 

• There is a Daily Activity Report fo but only Officer Hobbs name is on the 
log. A Daily Activity Report fo could not be obtained. 

VisiNet Log On: 0916 .0947 
VisiNet Log Off: 0933 ■1605 ) 
Total Log on Time: 6:35 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

Officer Novak stated her handwriting was on the log, but was not sure why her name was 
not on the log. She did not know if she left early and did not recall what she did after 
1605. 

*July 12th, 2011 (original complaint) 
According to WFD, Officer Novak shift hours were 0830-1630. Based on the 
information gathered, it appears that Officer Novak worked her entire shift for the day 
and did not leave early. 

• According to Sgt. Buelilandwritten Sergeants Daily Work Sheet, Officer 
Novak was assigned to with Officer Seidel. 

• VisiNet indicates Officer Novak logged on ash with Officer Seidel. 

• According the Daily Activity Report Officer Novak worked er Seidel. 
Officer Novak noted her start time noted as 0830 

VisiNet Log On: 1038 
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VisiNet Log Off: 1634 
Total Log on Time: 5:56 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 13.43 

July 15th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0700-1500, but did not log on until 
0831. Officer Novak logged off at 1605, so it would appear that she worked one hour 
past her listed time in WFD. It is not clear what hours she actually worked for this day, 
but according to her log on/log off times she logged of early. 

• According to the WFD Daily Assignment Report Officer Novak was assigned to 
and working able. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak logged on as at 831 and logged off at 
1044. VisiNet then indicates she logged on as at 1048 with Officer Hobbs 
and logged off at 1605. 

• According to a Daily Activity Report fo Officer Seidel worked able on this 
day. According a Daily Activity Report fo Officer Novak worked with 
Officer Hobbs. It shows a start time of 0615 with the last entry being at 1600. 

VisiNet Log On: 0831 E/1048 
VisiNet Log Off: 1044 /1605 
Total Log on Time: 7:30 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

Officer Novak did not recall what her shift hours were for the day or if she left early. She 
was not sure why she worked with Hobbs instead of her normal partner, but did recognize 
her handwriting on the log that lists her working with Officer Hobbs. 

July 25th, 2011 
According to WED, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged on 1.5 
hours earlier then the WFD listed start time. She logged off at 1225, which is earlier than 
her scheduled end time. 

• According to Sgt. Bue andwritten Sergeant's Daily Work Sheet, Officer 
Novak was assigned to with Officer Seidel. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak logged on as at 0756 and logged off at 
1225. 

• A Daily Activity Report for Officer Novak could not be located. 
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VisiNet Log On: 
VisiNet Log Off: 
Total Log on Time: 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

0756 
1225 
4:29 

13.43 

Officer Novak did not recall leaving early or what she did after her log off time at 1225. 

*August 25th, 2011 (original complaint) 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged off at 
1544, which is earlier than her scheduled end time. 

• The WFD Daily Assignment Report indicates Officer Novak was assigned to 

13.43 with Officer Seidel. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak logged on as at 1003 and logged off at 
1544. 

• A Daily Activity Report could not be obtained for this day. 

• According to a CAPRS audit, Officer Novak uploaded CCN: 11-254505 at 1512 
and logged off of CAPRS at 1514. 

VisiNet Log On: 1003 
VisiNet Log Off: 1544 
Total Log on Time: 5:41 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

Officer Novak did not recall leaving early or what she did after her log off time at 1544. 

*September 2", 2011 (original complaint) 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0730-1530, but she logged off at 
1337. Officer Novak logged on over 1.5 hours after her scheduled start time in WFD. 
There was over 1.5 hours between when she logged off of and logged on to= 
She then logged off almost 2 hours early. 

• According to Sgt. Buege's handwritten Sergeants Daily Work Sheet, Officer 
Novak was assigned to 13.43 with Officer Okerberg. 

• VisiNet indicates Officer Novak logged on as 13.43 at 0838 and logged off at 
1015. She then logged on a-13.43 at 1153 and logged off at 1337. VisiNet 
indicates Officer Okerberg logged on as at 0913. 

• A Daily Activity Report with Officer Novak's name and squad was 
obtained. It indicates she was "in-service" at 0800. A second entry on the log is 
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labeled "misc" at 4600 Chicago, but the start/end time is not recorded. A Daily 
Activity Report fo 13.43 could not be obtained. (There is a Daily ActiitiReport 
with Officer Novak and Officer Seidel's name for this day starting at 
However, this log has the date 09-02 written with a question mark (According to 
WFD, Officer Seidl was not working this day). 

VisiNet Log On: 0838 (8320)/1153 (8321) 
VisiNet Log Off: 1017 (8320)/1337 (8321) 
Total Log on Time: 3:23 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 13.43 

Officer Novak did not recall if she left early or what she did after her log off time at 
1337. 

September 7th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged off at 
lit which is 4 hours earlier than her scheduled end time. 

• A handwritten Sergeants Daily Work Sheet or a WFD Daily Assignment Report 
could not be obtained for this day. 

• VisiNet indicates Officer Novak logged on as_at 1046 and logged off at 
1326 

• The Daily Activity Report indicates that Officer Novak worked with Officer 
Seidl. 

VisiNet Log On: 
VisiNet Log Off: 
Total Log on Time: 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

1046 
1326 
2:40 

13.43 

Officer Novak did not recall if she left early or what she did after her log off time at 
1326. 

September 26th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged on at 
1320. She logged off at 1542, which is earlier than her scheduled end time. 

• According to a handwritten Sergeants Daily Work Sheet Officer, Novak was 
assigned to with Officer Seidl. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak logged on as at 1320 and logged off at 
1322. She then logged on as at 1322 and off at 1542. 
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• The Daily Activity Report lists only Officer Seidl as with his first time entry 
at 0749 and last time entry noted at 1534. Officer Novak is not listed on the log 
the log or the log. 

VisiNet Log On: 1320 
VisiNet Log Off: 
Total Log on Time: 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

1542 

Officer Novak's writing is not on the log forM. She did not recall if she left early or 
what she did after her log off time at 1542. She did not recall what she did prior to 
logging on at 1320. 

September 27th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730. She attended the range 
from 1400-1630. However, time was entered in WFD from 1630-1730. 

• According to a handwritten Sergeants Daily Work Sheet, Officer Novak was 
assigned to with Officer Seidl. There is also a notation indicating they had 
the range scheduled from 1400-1630. 

• VisiNet indicates that Officer Novak logged on as at 1041 and logged off at 
1311. 

• The Daily Activity Reports lists Officer Novak working with Officer Seidl as 
. The last entry on the log indicated the time they were scheduled for the 

Anoka range at 1330. 

VisiNet Log On: 
VisiNet Log Off: 
Total Log on Time: 
Card Access (first): 
Card Access (last): 

1041 
1311 
2.30 

Officer Novak admitted that she did not return to the precinct after the range or enter time 
in WFD. She stated that would not have made it back to the precinct in time after leaving 
the range. She estimated that it would have taken her an hour to return to the precinct 
from the range. She said probably went home and cleaned her gun. 

It should be noted that according to Google Maps (see Google Map), it is approximately 
24.3 miles from the 3rd Precinct to the Anoka range with drive time being approximately 
30 minutes. It should also be noted that I drove from the 3rd Precinct to the Anoka range. 
It was approximately 25 miles following the Google directions and although it was not 
during the rush hour it took 28 minutes. 
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October 3 rd, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she logged off at 
1555, which is earlier than he scheduled end time. 

• According to a Sgt. Bue e's handwritten Sergeant's Daily Work Sheet, Officer 
Novak was assigned to with Officer Seidl. 

• VisiNet indicates Officer Novak logged on as at 1047 and logged off at 
1555. 

• The Daily Activity Report lists Officer Novak working with Officer Seidl as 
with the last entry at 1309. 

VisiNet Log On: 1047 
VisiNet Log Off: 1555 
Total Log on Time: 5:08 
Card Access: ■ 
Card Access: 

Officer Novak did not recall if she left early or what she did after her log off time at 
1555. 

October 6th, 2011 
According to WFD, Officer Novak's shift hours were 0930-1730, but she appeared to 
stay after her scheduled shift hours and did not enter overtime in WFD. 

• According to WFD Daily Assignment Report, Officer Novak was assigned to 
with Officer Seidl 

• VisiNet indicates Officer Novak logged on as at 0957 and logged off at 
1657. 

• The Daily Activity Report list officer Novak working with Officer Seidl as 
The last entry on the log is 1800. 

• According to the CAPRS audit, Officer Novak uploaded CCN: 11-302218 at 1744 
and logged off at 1748. 

WFD: 0930-1730 
VisiNet Log On: 0957 
VisiNet Log Off: 1657 
Total Log on Time: 7:00 
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